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Abstract— This paper studies the security issues that arise
in an overlay multicast architecture where service providers
distribute content such as web pages, static and streaming
multimedia data, realtime stock quotes, or security updates to
a large number of users. In particular, two major security
problems of overlay multicast, network access control and group
key management, are addressed. We first present a bandwidth-
efficient scheme, called CRBR, that seamlessly integrates network
access control and group key management. Performance analysis
and simulation results show that our scheme incurs much smaller
communication overhead than two other well-known schemes.
Next we propose a DoS-resilient key distribution scheme, called
k-RIP, that delivers updated keys to a large fraction of nodes with
high probability even if an attacker can selectively compromise
nodes in the multicast data delivery hierarchy. k-RIP does not
rely on knowledge of overlay topology, and can therefore scale
up to very large overlay networks. An important application
of k-RIP is distributing critical messages (e.g., keys, new virus
signatures, or certificate revocation lists) to a large number of
nodes that are organized into trees, meshes, or other types of
graphs.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

We consider the security issues that arise in an overlay
multicast architecture where service providers distribute con-
tent such as web pages, static and streaming multimedia data,
realtime stock quotes, or security updates (e.g., new virus
signatures, certificate revocation lists) [21].

Overlay multicast, also called end system multicast or
application-level multicast [12], was proposed as a new group
communication mechanism in place of IP multicast whose
deployment has been very slow due to both technical and
operational concerns. Recently several studies [3], [12],[11],
[18], [38] have investigated research problems in overlay mul-
ticast such as algorithms for tree or mesh construction, routing,
reliability, and resource allocation. However, security issues in
overlay multicast have received relatively little attention so far.
Previous work on overlay network security either investigates
the impact of selfish cheating nodes on the performance of
overlay multicast trees [22], or investigates schemes thatim-
prove the fault-tolerance or denial-of-service(DoS) resilience
of overlay networks by introducing path redundancy [5], [31],
[35], [36].

Contributions: We concentrate on two major security prob-
lems of overlay multicast:network access controland group
key management. In IP multicast, network access control and
group key management were considered as twoindependent
issues and they were studiedseparately, one in the net-
work layer [16] and the other in the application layer [7],
[23], [27], [28], [32], [33], [37]. In this paper, we propose
a bandwidth-efficient scheme called CRBR that seamlessly
integrates network access control with group key management.
CRBR exploits the special property of overlay multicast that a
node is both a group member and a router. We show through
analysis and simulation that CRBR greatly outperforms other
two representative group rekeying schemes: LKH [32] and
SDR [23] when they are applied in overlay multicast. More-
over, using a queueing model, we show the impact of node
presence dynamics (i.e.,coming online/going offline) on the
performance of group rekeying protocols.

We also propose a simple but effective DoS-resilient key
distribution scheme, called k-RIP (stands for k Random In-
jection Points), that delivers updated keys to a large fraction
of nodes via an overlay network. Specifically, in addition to
propagating one copy of updated keys using a multicast tree
rooted at the source node, our scheme injectsk additional
copies of updated keys into the multicast tree throughk
randomly selected nodes in the network. These selected nodes
propagate the message to both their child nodes (if any)
and parent nodes, thereby spreading the message over the
multicast tree. Our simulation and analysis results show that
k-RIP can greatly increase the probability that nodes receive
messages even if an attacker canselectivelycompromise nodes
in the multicast tree, and it can reduce message propagation
latency compared to a scheme in which only one copy of
the message is injected via the root node. Unlike previously
proposed schemes [5], [31], [35], [36], k-RIP does not rely on
a knowledge of the overlay topology. Thus, it is scalable to
very large overlay networks. An important application of k-
RIP is distributing small-size but critical messages (e.g., keys,
new virus signatures) to a large number of nodes that are
organized into trees, meshes, or other types of graphs.

Organization: The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II discusses some related work on group key
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management, network attacks and countermeasures. SectionIII
describes the system model and our design goal. In Section IV,
we present our scheme CRBR for providing both network
access control and group key management, followed by its
security and performance analysis. In Section V we describe
our k-RIP key distribution scheme. Finally, Section VI con-
cludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

We introduce the related work in four categories:group
key management, membership control, network attacks and
countermeasures, andresilient overlay multicast.

A. Group Key Management

Group key management has been extensively studied in
the context of secure multicast in IP multicast. The previous
group rekeying schemes can be categorized into stateful and
stateless protocols. The stateful class of protocols includes
several protocols based upon the use of logical key trees, e.g.,
LKH [32], [33], OFT [7], [9], ELK [27]. In these protocols,
the key server uses key encryption keys that were transmitted
to members during previous rekeying operations to encrypt
the keys that are transmitted in the current rekeying operation.
Thus, a member must have received all the key encryption keys
of interest in all the previous rekey operations to decipherthe
current group key. Adding redundancy in key distribution [30],
[37] does not fully address the issue in the case of burst
packet loss or nodes going online/offline frequently.Stateless
group rekeying protocols [20], [23], [29] form the second
class of rekey protocols. In these protocols, a legitimate user
only needs to receive the keys of interest in the current rekey
operation to decode the current group key. The stateless feature
makes these protocol very attractive for applications in which
members go offline very frequently. However, these protocols
usually have much higher communication overhead than the
stateful protocols. Our scheme also provides the stateless
property, but it incurs significantly smaller communication
overhead than the other schemes. Moreover, it also provides
network access control.

B. Membership Control

Gothic [17] is a group access control architecture for secure
IP multicast and IP anycast. It also includes group access
control aware group key management which reduces the
overhead of LKH, assuming that the key server has the global
knowledge about the topological locations of every member
in the multicast tree and that an attacker does not eavesdrop
messages on the networks other than its local network. Our
scheme is designed specifically for overlay multicast, and it
does not make the above assumptions.

C. Network Attacks and Countermeasures

Mathy et al [22] studied the impact of selfish nodes cheating
about their distance measurements in application-level multi-
cast overlay tree. Badishi et al [6] proposed a gossip-based

multicast protocol called Drum, which combines multiple tech-
niques such as push, pull, random port selections, and resource
bounds, for mitigating DoS attacks in secure gossip-based
multicast. Wright et al [35] presented k-redundant depender
graphs for distributing public-key certificate revocationlists
(CRLs), which provides every node in the graph withk disjoint
paths to the root of the graph, thus guaranteeing delivery even
when up tok − 1 paths between them have failed. Song
et al [31] improved the scalability of the above scheme by
presenting expander graphs for constructing robust overlay
networks that have constant degree. Their scheme provides
a lower bound on the probability of each node receiving a
revocation list when a certain fraction of nodes may fail.
Yang et al [36] proposed to augment tree-like hierarchy with
hierarchical overlay networks, which is actually also a type of
graphs, to achieve DoS resilience.

All these schemes provide stronger fault-tolerance or DoS
resilience at the cost of higher (re)construction complexity
to maintain their security property, especially when nodes
join or leave the tree frequently. Moreover, these schemes
are subject to selective attacks in which an attacker can
prevent a large number of nodes from receiving messages
by compromising (or becoming) the nodes close to the root.
Our random injection points scheme directly works with the
existing overlay multicast schemes without changing treesinto
graphs, and it is especially suitable for distributing small-size
but critical messages. Our scheme is robust to selective attacks;
therefore, we believe that the combination of our scheme
with the other DoS-resilient schemes will make a distribution
system more robust to DoS attacks.

D. Resilient Overlay Multicast

Banerjee et al [5] introduced a probabilistic forwarding
scheme for overlay multicast. In their scheme, every node
forwards received packets to a randomly selected set of nodes,
assuming that every node has global knowledge of overlay
topology or it can discover other nodes on the fly. Our k-
RIP scheme also uses randomness, but the randomness is used
by the key server to inject packets into the overlay network,
not used by the regular nodes to forward packets. The main
reason we do not employ their scheme directly is because of
scalability consideration. For large-scale and dynamic overlay
networks, the overhead for discovering other nodes on the fly
or maintaining global topological knowledge would be very
large. In k-RIP neither the key server nor the nodes need
knowledge on overlay topology. The key server infers the
presence of the selected nodes only through some heuristics;
the nodes do not know anything about the nodes other than
their parent and child nodes. This allows k-RIP to scale up to
arbitrarily large overlay networks.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN GOAL

This section describes our system model and design goal.
For ease of presentation, we use the terms “join” and “leave”
to denote the actions of a subscriber coming online and
going offline, respectively, whereas use “add” and “revoke”
to denote the actions of becoming a member and cancelling
the membership status of a subscriber, respectively.
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A. System Model

There are potentially a large number of application scenarios
of overlay multicast, which are characterized by differentpa-
rameters. For example,group sizecould vary from tens to mil-
lions, number of data sourcesfrom one to many,membership
dynamicsfrom static to frequent subscribing/unsubscribing,
node presencefrom always online to frequently going offline,
and types of traffic from real-time information to delay-
insensitive bulk data. It seems unlikely that a single system
model can describe all these scenarios. Therefore, we focus
on a specific application scenario, which we believe is (or will
be) very representative. Security solutions for this scenario can
be applied to many other scenarios as well.

We consider a commercial application of overlay multicast,
in which a service provider distributes data (e.g., live content
or streaming media) to a large number of subscribers (also
called member nodes hereafter) simultaneously. For simplicity,
we assume that online nodes are self-organized into an overlay
multicast delivery tree rooted at the distribution server of
a service provider, although our security schemes work for
various distribution infrastructures, such as trees, meshes, or
other types of graphs. The algorithms for constructing and
maintaining overlay multicast trees [3], [12], [18] are outof
the scope of our work.

The population of the system could be up to hundreds of
thousands or even millions of nodes. We assume that a node
may join or leave a multicast group very frequently and at any
time. For example, a user may subscribe to multiple service
providers for different programs. She may switch between
multiple channels to find an interesting program to join. A user
may also leave a channel immediately after she has received
the data of interest to her.

In this model, the service provider has three types of servers
playing different roles. A key server (or many key servers for
scalability) provides subscription services to users. Before a
user is able to join the group for the first time, it needs to
subscribe to the key server (e.g., through a website). After
successful subscription based on certain policies or rules(e.g.,
agreeing to pay service fee), a user is provided with a service
credential that allows it to join the multicast delivery tree
later. A user must also contact the key server to cancel its
membership later if it wants. The key server also manages the
update of data encryption keys (DEKs). When it changes its
DEK, it sends a new DEK to the data server, which encrypts
the future messages with the new key. The key server also
sends to the distribution server its (updated) network access
control policy or access control list indicating which nodes
are currently authorized to join the group. The data server is
mainly engaged in processing the data to be distributed, e.g.,
computing encryptions and digital signatures. It transmits the
prepared data to the distribution server for distribution.

B. Design Goal

Security requirements of overlay multicast are similar to
those of other networks. Some of the general security proper-
ties areauthentication, confidentiality, network access control,
availability, anonymity, and fairness.
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Fig. 1. A system model

In this paper, however, we focus on two of these security
issues in the context of overlay multicast. First, we want
to provide data confidentiality and network access control.
Data confidentiality ensures that only authorized nodes can
understand the multicast data. It must be provided because
an unauthorized user may attempt to receive multicast data by
eavesdropping on the communication links of authorized nodes
or even of Internet routers. Network access control is also crit-
ical because it ensures that only authorized nodes can join the
overlay multicast tree; otherwise, the resources of a legitimate
node are consumed for forwarding data to unauthorized nodes.
Second, we want to provide a DoS-resilient key distribution
scheme that delivers keys to existing member nodes with a
high probability even if some selectively compromised nodes
drop the keys they are supposed to forward.

We assume the existence of an appropriate multicast
source authentication scheme (e.g., digital signature or other
schemes [25], [26], [31], [24], [34] that amortize the cost of
a digital signature over multiple packets) by which the data
server and the key server can authenticate their data or keysto
member nodes. We leave the other topics such as incentive for
forwarding, service fairness, and insider attacks to our future
study.

IV. A C ERTIFICATE REVOCATION BASED GROUP

REKEYING SCHEME (CRBR)

An important, while challenging, issue for providing multi-
cast data confidentiality is group key management. To enforce
both backward confidentiality (i.e., a new user should not be
able to decipher the data distributed before its subscription)
and forward confidentiality (i.e., a revoked user should notbe
able to decipher the future data) [33], it is required to distribute
a new group data encryption key (DEK) to all authorized
members in asecure, reliable, andtimely fashion when group
membership changes. This is referred to as group rekeying.

Unicast-based group rekeying, in which the key server sends
a new DEK to every individual node, has the communication
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complexity ofO(N) keys. Recently proposed group rekeying
schemes [7], [23], [27], [32], [33] use logical key trees to
reduce the complexity of a group rekeying operation from
O(N) to O(logN). Further, it has been proposed that groups
be re-keyed periodically instead of on the basis of every
membership change [28], [37]. Periodic or batched rekeying
can reduce both the processing and communication overhead
at the key server, and improve the scalability and performance
of key management protocols. Note that in all these schemes,
the key server includes keys forall the member nodes when
distributing its rekeying message, and every member receives
the entire message although it is only interested in a small
fraction of the content.

Network access control, which is another critical security
service, was studiedindependentlywith group key manage-
ment in IP multicast. It is usually enforced by Internet edge
routers [16]. Specifically, each router maintains inclusion
or exclusion access control lists (ACLs) for all supported
multicast groups, and every member presents its authorization
certificate or token to its edge router to join a group. Network
access control is hard to implement in IP multicast because
routers are required to authenticate packets, to establishtrust
relationship with individual group controllers, and to keep their
ACLs up-to-date.

A. Scheme Overview

We exploit the property of an overlay network that nodes
are both hosts and routers when designing group rekeying
and network access control schemes. In IP Multicast, all
group members are end hosts, and they have no responsibility
for forwarding keying materials to other group members. In
contrast, for group communication in an overlay network, the
nodes in the delivery tree also act as routers. As such, the
key server only has to deliver a new DEK securely to a small
number of nodes, which are its immediate children, and these
children then forward the new DEK securely to their own
child nodes. In this way, a group key is propagated to all the
online member nodes in a hop-by-hop fashion. The amortized
transmission cost per node is one key, independent of the group
size.

For the above scheme to work, a basic requirement is the
existence of a secure channel between every pair of neigh-
boring nodes. We employ conventional public key techniques
for establishing pairwise keys between two nodes. Symmetric-
key techniques might also work, but have several limitations.
For example, during node registration, the key server could
assign to every nodeN pairwise keys, each of which is shared
uniquely with another node. However, this scheme is not
scalable with group size for distributing and storing thesekeys,
and it is also not flexible for adding new members. Although
the technique of probabilistic key pre-deployment [14], [19]
can be used to reduce the storage requirement, it only provides
probabilistic or threshold security in the sense that a certain
number of colluding members can greatly jeopardize the
secure links shared between other members in the system.

The use of public key techniques can additionally provide
network access control because public key techniques such

as digital signatures support strong source authentication. In
overlay multicast, because nodes are both routers and hosts,
network access control will be achieved as long as every node
authenticates every other node that contacts it for joiningthe
network.

In our system model, it is very natural that data ac-
cess control (through encryption) and network access control
(through authentication) be integrated. A node should have
both privileges if it is authorized, and it should not have
either of them if it is revoked. This motivates us to update
group keys and invalidate the public keys (or certificates) of
revoked nodes simultaneously. Moreover, since periodic group
rekeying is much more scalable than individual rekeying [28],
[37] and certificate revocation information is also distributed
periodically [8], group rekeying and the distribution of certifi-
cate revocation information can be performed with the same
time interval. An appropriate rekeying interval is application
dependent and requires a trade-off between security and per-
formance. The selection of rekeying interval is out of the scope
of this paper.

B. Scheme Specifications

This subsection describes our scheme. We first show the
major steps, followed by more details.

• Node Registration:The key server issues every member
a public-key certificate when the member subscribes.

• Security Update Generation:The key server generates a
new certificate revocation list (CRL) and a new DEKKg

for every group rekeying. It further computes a digital
signature over the CRL,Kg, and a timestamp. Denote
SU as a security updatethat includes the CRL, the
timestamp, and the above digital signature (note thatKg

is not included inSU ). The key server sendsSU andKg

to the distribution server.
• Security Update Distribution: For the ease of presenta-

tion, here we use a traditional, non-DOS-resilient scheme
for the distribution of security updates. This is referred to
as base scheme. We will present a DOS-resilient scheme
in Section V. In the base scheme, the distribution server
forwardsSU and Kg to each of its child nodes.SU is
sent in cleartext, whereasKg is encrypted with a pairwise
key shared between two nodes in every link. A node
establishes a pairwise key with another node and then
propagatesKg to it only if the CRL indicates that node
is still a legitimate member. Also note that every node
can verify the authenticity of the received group keyKg

by verifying the signature. After successfully verifying
the message, these child nodes forward the message to
their own child nodes. Recursively, the security update
andKg are propagated to all on-line nodes in a hop-by-
hop fashion.

• Local Recovery: A node that has missed one or several
security update information because it was off-line can
authenticate itself to any one of the online nodes to obtain
the up-to-date security update and the group key when it
joins the network, because that node knows if the joining
node is legitimate or not based on the CRL it possesses.
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1) Certificate Management:The key server issues every
node a unique public-key certificate if the node is authorized.
The node is also given the public key of the key server, which
allows the node to verify the certificates (hence their public
keys) presented by other nodes.

The key issue in using digital certificate is certificate man-
agement. In general, there are mainly two challenges. The
first challenge is for a node to verify a received certificate
in an efficient and timely fashion in the presence of complex
CA hierarchy. In our applications, fortunately, there is no
CA hierarchy since every user receives a certificate from the
same key server. The second challenge is certificate revocation.
On one hand, it is more efficient and economic for a CA
to issue certificates with long validity periods, because there
is considerable computational and communication overhead
(e.g., computing a digital signature) involved in issuing a
certificate. On the other hand, it is more likely that a certificate
with a long validity period needs to be revoked explicitly
before it is expired, because in some applications users may
unsubscribe from the program at any time. To address this
problem, a conventional approach is for the key server to issue
a certificate revocation list (CRL) that contains the information
of all revoked certificates. The issue is: how can the key server
make the revocation information available to other nodes inan
efficient and timely manner. There are mainly two techniques:
pull or push. In a pull-based scheme, a node contacts a
dedicated directory to verify a received certificate from another
node. Since every node needs to authenticate itself to multiple
nodes, including its parent, children, and multiple other nodes
it has to contact during its join process, the pull-based scheme
makes the directory a performance bottleneck.

We adopt a push-based approach in which the key server
distributes its CRLs periodically. To minimize the communi-
cation overhead, we employ the following techniques.

• The key server assigns a unique integer to every node as
the identifier of the certificate of the node. The integer
starts from ‘0’ and is incremented by one for a new node.
Note that the key server does not assign the ids of revoked
nodes to any new nodes. Also, the certificate of a user
does not contain any personal information about the user.
Instead, the key server has a database that records the
personal information of a user and its certificate.

• The CRL is a bit string of sizeZ, whereZ is the number
of nodes that have so far subscribed to the system. Every
certificate is mapped to a bit in the bit string and the id
of the certificate is the index of the bit in the bit string. A
bit value of ‘0’ indicates that a corresponding certificate
is invalid and ‘1’ indicates valid. When a node is revoked
from the system, its corresponding bit in the bit string is
set ‘0’.

2) Node Joining:When a nodeu joins the multicast deliv-
ery tree after its subscription process, it follows the existing
overlay multicast routing protocol, except that it authenticates
to all the nodes it contacts with and also verifies any messages
from those nodes. For example, nodesu and its parent node
v can authenticate to each other and establish a pairwise
key Kuv based on their certificates and their public/private

keys. Nodev also checks if the bit indexed by nodeu’s id
in its CRL is ‘1’. Then nodev sends nodeu the current
Kg encrypted byKuv and SU . Node u can verify the
authenticity ofKg based onSU . Note that a pairwise key
is not merely for deliveringKg. In all the overlay multicast
routing protocols [3], [12], [11], [18], [38], two neighboring
nodes in the multicast tree exchange KEEPALIVE messages
periodically. They can use their pairwise key for authenticating
these KEEPALIVE messages to each other.

C. Security Analysis

In our scheme, no unauthorized nodes can get the group key
Kg because a member node only forwardsKg to other member
nodes. Nor can a compromised node inject a false group key
into the network because the group key is signed by the key
server. An unauthorized node cannot join the multicast tree
either. However, a compromised node might share its private
key with other unauthorized nodes so that those nodes can
join the network. This attack could be detected if the key
server has the global knowledge of the online nodes in the
multicast tree. Another approach, which works for users with
static IP addresses, is to include the IP address of a node in
its certificate. To receive data, a node cannot lie about its IP
address, thus this approach thwarts those unauthorized nodes
from using the certificate of an authorized user.

Our scheme also provides weak anonymity in the sense that
the certificate of a user only has an integer field to uniquely
identify the user. A node cannot figure out the identities
of other users in the system; however, it can know the IP
addresses of other nodes it is communicating with.

D. Performance Evaluation

This subsection compares the performance of our scheme
CRBR with two well-known group rekeying schemes:
LKH [32] and SDR [23], supposing they are employed
in overlay multicast. Unlike CRBR, neither of LKH and
SDR provides network access control. Nevertheless, in the
comparison we consider the cost of distributing the CRL for
CRBR but not for LKH or SDR, thus biasing the comparison
in favor of the latter two schemes.

The metric of interest is key server bandwidth overhead.
Because security updates are propagated in the entire multicast
tree, the more the key server distributes, the more network and
node resources are consumed. Hence, key server bandwidth
overhead is also an indication of the total network bandwidth
overhead. We do not consider computational complexity of
nodes for group rekeying. In CRBR, two neighboring nodes
establishes a pairwise key only once, and the pairwise key
is then used for encrypting group keys or authenticating
KEEPALIVE messages. The cost of establishing a pairwise
key is therefore amortized to multiple messages. Moreover,
a small number of public-key operations such as public-key
decryptions or digital signatures are not a concern for nodes.
In a PC with a Celeron 450 MHz processor, a 1024-bit RSA
digital signature takes only 27 milliseconds [10].

Two scenarios are studied. The first scenario considers the
bandwidth overhead of the key server for multicasting keys to
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online nodes. The second scenario considers the bandwidth
overhead of the key server for unicasting the current keys
to individual nodes that have missed one or several previous
group rekeying operations because they were offline. To study
the performance of these schemes quantitatively, below we
first present an analytical model for node presence dynamics.

1) The Analysis of Node Presence Dynamics:A member
node can be in either of two statuses: presence (online) or
absence (offline), and it can switch its status between these
two statuses until its membership duration is expired and then
revoked from the group. We use the term “presence duration”
and “absence duration” to denote a continuous time period a
node stays in a group and stays outside a group, respectively.
Previous study [1] based on multiple sessions in MBone
showed that presence durations in a multicast session follow
either an exponential distribution or a Zipf distribution.For
simplicity, in this study we assume that the durations of node
membership follow an exponential distribution with mean
1/θ. We also assume that presence durations of nodes follow
another exponential distribution with mean1/µ, and further
assume that the absence durations of nodes are exponentially
distributed with meanR/µ. ThusR is the ratio of the average
time for which a node is absent to the average time for which
it is present.

Figure 2 depicts our analytic model. Let the group rekeying
interval beT . When the system is in its steady status, during
T the number of new subscribersJ is equal to the number
of revoked subscribersL. Based on queueing theory, the
revocation rate of the system isN ·θ whereN is the population
of the system. Thus,L = N · θ · T .

In this model, the rate of an online user going offline is
µ and the rate for an offline user coming online isµ/R. Let
Ni andNo be the populations of online and offline users just
after a rekeying operation, respectively, thenNi + No = N .
Denote S as the number of nodes switching from offline
status to online status inT . In the steady status,S is also
the number of nodes switching from online to offline in
T . For periodic batched rekeying, both node additions and
revocations are processed at the end of a group rekeying. Thus,
S = Ni · µ · T = No · µ/R · T . We haveNi = N

R+1 and

S =
N · µ · T

R + 1
. (1)
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We will useS in our evaluation study shortly.
2) The Impact of Presence Dynamics on Group Rekeying:

Scenario I: Multicast Cost For LKH, we adopt the analytic
result in [37] to compute the communication cost of the LKH-
based group rekeying scheme. For SDR, the upper bound of
group rekeying cost is2r, wherer is the accumulated number
of nodes that have been revoked from the system so far. We
use simulations to show its average cost in different rekeying
periods.

The setting for the comparison is as follows. We assume that
in the steady status,N = 65536. Let the average membership
duration be1/θ = 30 days and the group rekeying interval
be T = 1 day. Let the size of a key be 20 bytes (128-bit
AES encryption [2], with a key version field and encoding
overhead). Figure 3 depicts the bandwidth overhead of LKH,
SDR, and CRBR in the first thirty rekeying events. We can
observe that LKH has the same bandwidth overhead during
different rekeying operations, whereas in SDR the bandwidth
overhead starts at a small value and eventually exceeds that
in LKH. The bandwidth overhead in CRBR increases slightly
with time, but it is still far smaller than that in other two
schemes.

Note that although in this simulation setting the bandwidth
overhead seems not a big concern in any one of these three
schemes, the bandwidth saving of our scheme over other
two schemes is very meaningful for a very large group. For
example, whenN reaches one million, under the same setting
every rekeying cost in LKH is8.3 MB, in SDR it becomes
several megabytes whenr reaches hundreds of thousands,
whereas in CRBR it is upper bounded by128 KB. Because
of its small size, the rekeying message in CRBR can be
distributed using our DoS-resilient k-RIP scheme introduced
in Section V.

Scenario II: Unicast CostWhen the key server distributes its
security update, none of theNo offline nodes receive it. As
we showed earlier,S of these nodes come back online during
T . The issue is that they cannot decrypt the data without the
current group key. One solution is letting these nodes wait
until the next group rekeying operation. However, this does
not address the problem completely. When a stateful rekeying
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Fig. 4. The bandwidth overhead of key server for unicasting keys to nodes.

protocol such as LKH or OFT is employed, a node cannot
decrypt the next rekeying message to get the next group key
either. A stateless protocol does allow a node to decode the
next group key from the next rekeying message independently.
However, a subscriber has to wait for an average time interval
of T/2 for the next rekeying interval. Therefore, to update their
keys, theseS nodes have to ask for retransmission. Generally,
a node can keep the last security update, but it does not bear
the responsibility for keeping all the previous security updates.
Therefore, when LKH is employed, theseS nodes would need
to ask the key server for retransmission, whereas in SDR and
CRBR, these nodes can get retransmission from other nodes.

Next we show the overall retransmission cost in these
schemes. In SDR or CRBR, only the current group key (no
KEKs) is retransmitted to a requesting node. Thus the overall
bandwidth overhead isS keys if we do not count other packet
overhead. In LKH, a node needs to receive the current group
key and some of its KEKs that have been updated. We assume
that in LKH, a node that comes online needs to receive on
averageh/2 keys 1, where h is the height of the key tree
maintained by the key server. Therefore, duringT , the key
server needs to retransmitSh

2 keys.
Figure 4 plots the bandwidth overhead for unicast-based key

updating in a stateful protocol (LKH) and a stateless protocol
(SDR or CRBR). Again we setT = 1 day, presence interval
1/µ = 2 hours, andR = 5. We can observe that the key server
bandwidth overhead is nontrivial and it increases linearlywith
group size. For example, for a group of size of65, 536, in LKH
the key server has to transmit25.6 MB to help nodes update
keys. In SDR or CRBR, the cost is1.28 MB. WhenN reaches
one million, the cost in LKH becomes greater than400 MB.

Overall, the analysis of these two scenarios shows that
CRBR outperforms LKH and SDR for the applications under
consideration. Moreover, our simulation (although not shown)
indicates that in many cases we can greatly reduce the size
of the CRL by compressing it using a compression program,
e.g.,“zip”, before performing digital signing. Our id assign-
ment rule renders many of ’1’s (also ’0’s) contiguous. This

1The exact number depends on the group characteristicsN and L. Our
analysis shows that it is about3h

4
keys in our earlier setting if a node has

only missed one group rekeying event.

allows us to use a much larger bitmap (e.g., millions or billions
users), the size of which after compression has almost no
difference with that of a compressed bitmap of smaller size
(e.g., less than one million). An advantage of using a large
bitmap is to accommodate a potentially very large number of
users.

V. A D OS-RESILIENT KEY DISTRIBUTION SCHEME

(K-RIP)

This section describes our DoS-Resilient key distribution
scheme called k-RIP. The scheme can also be used for distri-
bution of other small-size but critical information (e.g.,new
virus and worm signatures, CRLs) in overlay multicast group.

In overlay multicast, messages are normally injected into
the network from the distribution server, i.e., the root node,
and are then forwarded hop-by-hop to all the other nodes in
the tree (in Section IV-B we used this as the base scheme for
key distribution). If a malicious node in the tree intentionally
discards the message it receives from its parent node, its
downstream nodes will not receive the message. This attack
is specially severe when the malicious node is very close to
the root. We note that this attack is also effective to non-tree
based delivery infrastructure. Schemes [31], [35], [36] based
on more complex graphs are more resilient to the attack in
general, but they are still subject to selective attacks in which
an attacker selectively compromises several nodes close tothe
injection point. The injection point is fixed and well-known,
thus naturally becoming a point of interest for denial of service
attacks. To launch DoS attacks, an attacker could also manage
to compromise the nodes close to the injection point.

Note that we cannot solely rely on detection and retrans-
mission mechanisms to address this attack. If every node that
detects message losses asks the key server for retransmission,
the key server will become the performance bottleneck. There-
fore, it is very important that the majority of the member nodes
could receive messages even in the presence of DoS attacks.

A. Scheme Overview

To address the above attacks, we propose that in addition to
propagating its message through the root node, the key server
also randomly picksk nodes (not including the root) in the
tree and sends its message to thesek nodes. All thesek nodes
propagate the message towards their children (if any) as well
as their parents if their children or parents have not received
the message yet. Thus, if a small number of nodes do not
forward the message, other nodes might still be able to get it
from their children or parents with high probability.

In this scheme, we can simply use sequence numbers to
suppress duplicated messages, thus every node only receives
one copy of the message and forwards the message to another
node at most once2. Moreover, this scheme has the additional
benefit of reducing the overall latency for all online nodes to
receive the message. On the other hand, this scheme incurs the
bandwidth overhead for the key server to transmitk additional

2A node may first send to a recipient node a probing packet including only
the sequence number of the message, and then decides whether ornot to send
the entire message based on the feedback from the recipient node.
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copies of the message. However, for small-size messages (e.g.,
tens or hundreds of kilobytes) and a smallk (e.g.,≤ 20), in
practice this transmission overhead should not be a big concern
for the key server.

B. Node Selection

The very first question is whichk nodes to select? To answer
this question, we need to consider two factors: latency and
DoS-resilience. Ideally, we should selectk nodes such that
the overall latency is minimized and the number of nodes that
can receive messages is maximized. It is relatively easy to
selectk nodes to minimize the overall latency if we have the
complete knowledge of the tree topology and the delay in
each link of the tree. A brute-force–based algorithm works by
calculating the overall latency in every possible combination of
k nodes out of the totalNa nodes in the tree and then finding
out the set producing the minimum latency. The computational
complexity is

(

Na

k

)

calculations of the overall latency and there
is room for optimization. We can also calculate the number of
nodes that can receive the CRL for every combination if we
know which nodes in the tree are malicious.

In practice, it is hard to achieve the above goal because the
key server might not have the precise knowledge of the tree
topology due to the presence dynamics of the member nodes.
The key server might know which nodes have joined the tree
from a rendezvous point (RP) in many routing algorithms [3],
[38] because a joining node contacts a RP for information
assisting the node to find a position in the tree. However, for
scalability the RP does not keep track of the position of a
specific node in the tree. Moreover, the RP does not know
either if a node is online or offline because a node might
leave the group at any time and it does not notify the RP its
leaving. Thus, for our scheme to work, a practical issue is to
determine which nodes are online.

A Heuristic Selection Algorithm A simple solution works as
follows. The key server randomly selects its member nodes to
connect to. If a member node is unreachable, it picks another
one. The key server repeats this process until it discoversk
online nodes. One problem with this scheme is that the key
server might not know the IP addresses of its member nodes
because nodes might have dynamic IP addresses. This problem
can be addressed by letting the RP record the IP addresses
of the nodes that have recently contacted it. Because nodes
normally do not change their IP addresses during a session,
the key server can use these IP addresses directly.

Using the same group characteristics as that used in Sec-
tion IV-D, we know that for a system that has the registered
population ofN and the average network size ofNa = N

R+1 ,
the key server needs to try an average number ofkN

Na

= k(R+
1) times to findk online nodes. This shows that the efficiency
of this algorithm relies on the node presence dynamics. For a
small R, this selection algorithm should work fine. WhenR
is large, we may exploit the following heuristics to increase
the hit ratio. The idea is that the key server could make a
good guess of online members based on the joining times
of the members. Again, we assume that presence durations

in a multicast session approximately follow an exponential
distribution [1]. Assume that the mean of presence durations
is 1/θ, which can be calculated if every member node records
its every presence period and reports its mean presence time
to the RP when joining the tree.

The probabilitypi(t) that a member nodei is still online
t time after it joins ispi(t) = e−θ·t. pi(t) decreases witht,
indicating that the nodes joining more recently are more likely
to be online than those joining earlier. Thus, the RP simply
tells the key server the ids ofm distinct nodes that joined
the tree most recently, such that

∑m

i=1 pi(ti) ≥ ϕk, whereti
(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is the time difference between the current time
and the joining time of that node. Hereϕ ≥ 1 is a parameter
reflecting the probability that the key server findsk online
nodes fromm candidates, and it is variable and should be
determined by the presence dynamics of an actual application.

We note that there is a potential attack against this selec-
tion algorithm if the message (e.g., the CRL in CRBR) is
distributed periodically, because multiple malicious nodes may
join the tree just before the distribution time point. Basedon
our selection algorithm, the RP will likely report their ids
to the key server. Thus, these malicious nodes are selected
as injection points, reducing the effectiveness of our scheme.
To mitigate this attack, it is important that the key server
randomly picks nodes from them candidates for presence
test, not preferring the nodes that joined more recently.

C. Evaluation of Effectiveness

This subsection reports the effectiveness of our k-RIP
scheme in reducing propagation latency and increasing DoS-
resilience.

1) Simulation Setting:We first generate a random graph
of 10,000 nodes and then construct a tree out of the graph
based on the joining algorithm that is also used in [4], [18],
[38]. Specifically, every joining node searching from the root
downwards along the tree for the (possible) nearest node as its
parent, thus geometrically adjacent nodes become neighbors in
the tree. The link delay between any two nodes is randomly
selected from a uniform distribution between 10 and 200 ms,
and the outdegree of a node is a random number between 1
and 5. Our simulation programs were written using the Csim
simulation library [13]. We use the method of independent
replications for our simulations and all our results have 95%
confidence intervals that are within 5% of the reported values.

2) Reducing Latency:We first evaluate the effectiveness of
k-RIP in reducing the propagation delay when no nodes are
compromised. Figure 5 plots the latency histogram whenk
nodes are randomly selected from 10,000 nodes. In the base
scheme, there is only one injection point, which is the root.
Note that for simplicity we calculate the message propagation
latency in each link as triple of the link delay to mimic
TCP-like unicast schemes; hence, the results should only be
interpreted as relative performance. We can see that with the
increase ofk, more and more nodes can receive a distributed
message in shorter time intervals. We have also calculated
the average latency in each case (not shown in this figure).
When k = 20, the average latency is about15% less than
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that in the base scheme. Note that the reduced latency is not
very significant over the base scheme because the nodes are
randomly selected. Due to the tree structure, most of the nodes
are selected from leaves or close to leaves.

We investigate the effectiveness of the heuristic algorithm
by randomly choosingk (k ≤ 20) injection points fromm =
50 most recently joined nodes, which shows that it is not as
effective as choosingk nodes from allNa nodes. Whenk =
20, the average latency is only about11% less than in the base
scheme. This is because the recently joined nodes are mostly
leaf nodes in the tree.
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Fig. 5. A histogram showing the number of nodes receiving the distributed
message in each time interval.

3) Increasing DoS-Resilience:We first show the analytical
model, followed by simulations.

a) Performance Analysis:Figure 6 depicts an example
multicast tree that has degree ofd = 2 and group size of
Na nodes (excluding the root node that is the distribution
server). The solid nodes are good nodes and the empty one
is a compromised node that drops messages going through it.
Let h be the height (in hops) of the compromised node from
the root ands be the number of nodes in the subtree rooted
at the compromised node. Then we haves = Na

dh −
1−( 1

d
)h−1

d−1 .

Let z be the number of good nodes that can receive
messages. Let base scheme be the one in which only a single
copy of a message is injected via the root node. It is easy to
see that in base schemez = Na − s. In our k-RIP scheme,
besides the root node,k randomly picked nodes also inject
the message into the tree simultaneously. If a good node in
the subtree rooted at a child node of the compromised node is
selected , all the nodes in this subtree will receive the message.
If one good node is selected from each subtree rooted at each
child node of the compromised nodes, all the good nodes in the
network will receive the message. More generally, denotep(i)
as the probability that at least one node is selected from each of
i (0 ≤ i ≤ d) subtrees rooted ati child nodes (but no nodes are
selected from the other(d − i) subtrees) of the compromised
node. Further denotex = (s − 1)/d and y = Na − s + 1,
as shown in Figure. 6. Basic probability and combinatorics
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h

Na

s
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x

Fig. 6. An example tree of sizeNa excluding the root. The empty node is
a compromised node whose tree size iss.

arguments can be used to derivep(i):

p(i) =
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(
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−
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∑
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)

p(j) (0 < i ≤ d)

The expected value ofz is:

E[z] =

d
∑

i=0

(

d

i

)

p(i)(y − 1 + ix). (2)

This analytic result has been validated by simulations.
b) A Single Compromised Node:Figure 7 illustrates the

effectiveness of our k-RIP scheme compared to the base
scheme, based on eqn. 2. We observe that in the base scheme,
a compromised node with the heighth = 1 could prevent
half of existing nodes from receiving the message, whereas
our scheme allows a much larger fraction of nodes to receive
the message. For example, whenk = 3, about 80% nodes
can receive the message. More nodes get the message whenk
increases. For example, whenk = 10, about97% nodes could
receive it. We also observe that if a compromised node is far
from the root of the tree, it will not be able to affect many
nodes even in the base scheme. This is because less nodes are
in the tree rooted at the compromised node. In addition, the
figure indicates that in the base scheme, to cause denial of
service to more nodes, an attacker should manage to become
as close to the root as possible. However, when our scheme
is deployed, that is not necessarily the best strategy for the
attacker. For example, whenk = 10, becoming a node with
h = 2 or h = 3 gives the attacker a little more advantage than
becoming a node withh = 1.

Next we study the effectiveness of our heuristic selection
algorithm that selectsk nodes from mostly recently joined
m nodes (denoted as k-RIP-h, dashed lines in Figure 8),
compared with the base scheme in which we randomly select
k nodes fromNa nodes (denoted as k-RIP, solid lines). We set
the outdegree of a noded = 3 and the size of the candidate
set m = 50. Figure 8 indicates that except whenh = 1, the
effectiveness of k-RIP is only slightly affected when choosing
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k (k ≤ 20) nodes from 50 most recently joined nodes instead
of choosing from allNa = 10, 000 nodes.

c) Multiple Compromised Nodes:Figure 9 shows the
effectiveness of our scheme when all thedh nodes in heighth
are compromised, instead of a single compromised node in the
previous case. Whenh = 1, 2, 3, in the base scheme almost
no good nodes receive keys. The effectiveness of our scheme
decreases withh. For example, in the case ofh = 3 (i.e., all the
8 nodes in level3 are compromised), whenk = 20 only about
72% nodes receive keys. Note that if the key server has the
global knowledge of the multicast tree, higher robustness can
be achieved with smaller communication cost. For example,
in the case ofh = 3, there are totally16 subtrees of these8
compromised nodes. By selecting one node from each of the
16 subtrees, all good nodes can receive keys.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We have presented a bandwidth efficient scheme that in-
tegrates network access control and group key management.
Performance analysis and simulation study show that our
scheme incurs much smaller communication overhead than
two other well-known schemes. Our idea of hop-by-hop secure
forwarding of group keys may also be applied to multi-hop ad
hoc and sensor networks, but we will need to study the new
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Fig. 9. The fraction of nodes that can receive messages when all the nodes
in the heighth are compromised.

challenges that arise due to resource constraints of ad hoc and
sensor nodes.

We also proposed a DoS-resilient information distribution
scheme that delivers small-size but critical messages (e.g.,
keys) to a large fraction of nodes with high probability evenif
an attacker canselectivelycompromise nodes in the multicast
data delivery hierarchy. The scheme has only considered
to distribute one message and use a fixedk. If multiple
messages are to be distributed, we may randomly sample
a fraction of nodes to obtain their receiving statuses of the
previous messages and then decides an appropriatek for the
next message. We will study efficient and effective sampling
schemes for this purpose.
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